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Appliations of Term Rewriting toCryptographi Protool AnalysisJ. MillenComputer Siene LaboratorySRI InternationalMenlo Park, CA 94025USAEmail: millen�sl.sri.omAbstratCryptographi protools for key distribution and authentiation play an importantrole in Internet seurity. Certain aws in these protools an be disovered usingterm rewriting models to express the protool, the maliious network environment,and vulnerability searh strategies.

1 Cryptographi Protool SeurityCryptographi protools are short, simple exhanges of messages whose pur-pose is to distribute seret keys to ommuniating parties. These keys an beused to transmit on�dential information or to authentiate messages.For example, onsider the following protool:A -> B: {A,Na}pk(B)B -> A: {Na,Nb}pk(A)A -> B: {Nb}pk(B)Eah line, of the form A ! B : M , means that A sends the message Mto B, and eah one hanges state as a result. The expression fA,Nagpk(B)represents the enryption of the onatenated �elds A and Na with the publikey of B. Na and Nb are session-spei� values alled \nones" that are, inthis protool, kept seret and ould be used later as session keys.Spei�ations of this type are alled \Alie-and-Bob" spei�ations be-ause of the names onventionally given to the partiipants A and B in ex-amples. Note, however, that an atual protool user, like Alie, an start any1 Supported in part by DARPA through SPAWAR Contrat N66001-00-C-8014.This is a preliminary version. The �nal version will be published inEletroni Notes in Theoretial Computer SieneURL: www.elsevier.nl/loate/ents



Millennumber of proesses, and some of them an play the A role while others playthe B role.This protool is a portion of a longer one published in 1978; it was foundto be inseure in 1996 [8℄. It is possible for a third party (\Mallory") tomasquerade as Alie to Bob, while arrying on a onurrent session of theprotool (as Mallory in the B role) with Alie. The vulnerability an bedisovered from the abstrat presentation above, given only an idealized notionof enryption and a simple attaker model, and all of these an be representedusing term rewriting rules.The seurity properties most often stated and analyzed for ryptographiprotools are serey and authentiation. Session keys and user data shouldbe kept seret, and the reipient of a session key or important data (say, aontrat) should be able to on�rm the identity of the sender. These are safetyproperties, i.e., state invariants. Some protools have more omplex seuritygoals, but there is no onsensus on how to state them. Liveness properties areusually onsidered performane rather than seurity properties.2 Protool ModelingThe earliest mathematial model of a lass of ryptographi protools, byDolev and Yao [7℄, was a rewrite rule model. That paper studied \ping-pong"protools between a pair of legitimate parties in whih the �rst message is anenrypted seret, and eah party reeiving a message applies a state-dependentsequene of publi key operators to it and returns the result. State transitionrules might, for example, rewrite a reeived message x to EB(DA(x)), whereEA means enryption with A's publi key. There are redution rules likeDx(Ex(y))! y. Honest parties have to follow the prootol, while a maliiousparty Z ould interept any message, apply any ombination of Ex for any xand the maliious party's deryption operator DZ , and forward the result toeither party in any session. The attak objetive was to expose the seret thatwas sent enrypted in the �rst message. The seurity problem is deidable forthis very restrited model and also for minor extensions of it.The term \Dolev-Yao" model is now often used to refer to any protoolmodel in whih the attaker an interept and rediret messages, and modifytheir ontent using axiomatially de�ned operations and data available to theattaker.To make the ryptographi protool problem undeidable, we need onlyassume, �rst, that two terms an be onatenated into a longer message, and,seond, that there is an unbounded set of items of some type, usually alled\nones." Nones serve as unique identi�ers to distinguish di�erent sessions[3℄. There has been some e�ort to identify restrited lasses of protools forwhih it is suÆient to examine a bounded number of sessions. For example,there is Lowe's \small system" result, in whih only one instane of eah role2



Millenin the prootol is enough to reveal possible aws [9℄. But the onditions forthis result are very restritive. State exploration approahes generally performa bounded, iteratively expanding searh.Mithell's reent multiset rewrite rule (MSR) model [3℄, inspired by linearlogi, is both simple and general enough for extension to real protools. In theMSR model, a system state is a �nite olletion of \fats," whih are groundterms of three kinds: states of protool parties, suh as A0(a; b) (A is in state0 of a protool between a and b); messages transmitted to the network, suhas N(fa; bg); and message omponents memorized by the attaker, suh asM(a).A protool rule shows how states are updated and messages are produed,for example A0(A;B)! (9K)A1(A;B;K); N(fAgK);where the quanti�er has the speial meaning that the key variable K is tobe instantiated with a none. A state fat in the system state multiset thatmathes the left side is removed and replaed by the similarly instantiatedright side. (The system state is a multiset beause ertain rules, suh assession initialization or message reation rules, permit any number of opiesof some terms to be generated.)The model also inludes attaker rules, by whih, for example, the attakeran derypt enrypted terms and add the result to its memory, suh asM(fAgK);M(K)!M(fAgK);M(K);M(A):Note that the attaker model is �xed and universal, given the seletion ofenryption and other omputational funtions used by the protool.There are other models, suh as speialized epistemi authentiation logis[2℄ and proess algebra representations [15,1℄, but they have less of a termrewriting avor.3 Protool AnalysisThere are tehniques for proving that ryptographi protools satisfy seu-rity properties. An inuential paper by Paulson demonstrated an indutivetehnique to prove on�dentiality or authentiation invariants [14℄, and therehave been others, using models similar in spirit to the MSR model. Proofsusing authentiation logis are useful for understanding protools, but theywork by \idealizing" the protool into logial statements in a way that is notalgorithmi and whih loses some information kept by state-transition models.Proving protool seurity is most useful when the protool is in fat seure.If the protool has a vulnerability, as most do, at least in their initial versions,it is produtive to implement some form of state searh.3



Millen3.1 Using PrologThe oldest approahes to ryptographi protool analysis use Prolog. It iseasy to express the state of a protool party as a Prolog term, and a messageis also a term, so that the global state of the environment is a list of suhstates and messages. A global state transition updates some party's state andmay add a new message.The Interrogator, a Prolog program for protool analysis [12℄, was a setof Prolog rules expressing a relation reahable(H,Q) meaning that globalstate Q was reahable via the message sequene H. In a typial reahabilityquery, Q was partly instantiated to an inseure state, and H was a variable,to be instantiated by a suessful Prolog seah for an attak. Prolog's built-inresolution algorithm performs bakward searh from the inseure goal stateto the initial state. The hallenge for this approah was termination, notonly beause of the inherent undeidability, but beause of the need to reinin Prolog's depth-�rst searh. A partial answer was to make the programinterative, to take advantage of user guidane.One of the improvements introdued by Meadows' NRL Protool Ana-lyzer [11℄, also a Prolog program, was the expliit use of narrowing. Narrow-ing solves equations modulo anonial sets of rewrite rules; and the rules forreduing symboli enryption, suh as de(K,en(K;X)) = X, are anonial.One way to use narrowing, adopted also in later versions of the Interroga-tor, is to �nd predeessor states. Suppose the protool inludes a transitionrule Q;M ! Q0, meaning that there an be a network state transition fromQ to Q0 when message M is reeived; and the attaker's goal is the partlyinstantiated state Qa. Now suppose narrowing sueeds in solving Q0 = Qawith the substitution �. Then the attaker's job is redued to reahing thestate �Q and generating the message �M .The use of narrowing brings to light another hallenge, when the protoolmakes use of non-anonial operations, suh as ommutative and assoiativeoperations. For example, bitwise modulo-two addition (exlusive-or) is usedin many protools as an enryption operator.3.2 Appliation of Model-Cheking ToolsThere have been many reent suessess in the appliation of existing modelheking tools, whih had been developed for other purposes suh as pro-essor \hardware" design, to ryptographi protool analysis. The stimuluswas a paper by Rosoe on the use of FDR [15℄, followed by Lowe's result onthe Needham-Shroeder protool [8℄. Other researhers realized that similartehniques ould be used with their own tools [10,13℄. The ombination ofmodern omputing power, model heking advanes suh as BDDs, and a fewprotool-spei� optimizations, made it possible to �nd previously undisov-ered vulnerabilities in a reasonable exeution time, with no user interationafter the initial enoding and setup. 4



MillenThe lessons learned about modelling and searh optimizations ould thenbe applied in other ways. One remarkable result is the ability of Maude, arewriting logi system rather than a model heker, to beome a model heker.Using meta-level exution strategies, it performs iterative breadth-�rst statesearh and takes advantage of state redution optimizations suitable for theprotool problem. In this way it has ahieved performane omparable tomodel heking tools [5,4℄.It is also possible to program a new model heker that is ustomized forthe protool problem. An unusual approah to this was taken by Athena [16℄,using the strand spae model [17℄. In this model, the state of the network is asingle struture alled a bundle, onsisting of nodes that are partially orderedby ausality. A strand is a string of adjaent nodes ordered by exeution se-quene from the same proess. A protool spei�es possible legal strands withparameterized strands, i.e., strand expressions with variable parameters, andthese an be onneted into semibundles by joining transmitted and reeivedmessages. Athena attempts to expand a small semibundle ontaining a se-urity violation into a omplete bundle. It is eÆient beause of its use ofpartial ordering and beause the state expansion introdues an entire strandat a time. A semibundle ould be regarded as a large omplex term. It wouldbe interesting to see if a general term-rewriting system ould be adapted tofollow this approah.4 ConlusionsThere are natural and pratial ways to apply term rewriting onepts andtools to the seurity analysis of ryptographi protools. Term rewriting analso be applied to this area in other ways beyond the spei� ones mentionedabove, suh as to implement part of a translator from a high level protoollanguage to a rule representation, as was done using Maude in the CAPSLtranslator [6℄. We might also look forward to bene�ts from advanes in relatedareas suh as narrowing algorithms, and perhaps from extensions suh as graphrewriting.Referenes[1℄ M. Abadi and A. Gordon. A alulus for ryptographi protools: the Spialulus. Tehnial Report SRC-149, Digital Systems Researh Center, 1998.[2℄ M. Burrows, M. Abadi, and R. Needham. A logi of authentiation. ACMTransations on Computer Systems, 8(1):18{36, 1990.[3℄ I. Cervesato, N. Durgin, P. Linoln, J. Mithell, and A. Sedrov. A meta-notation for protool analysis. In 12th IEEE Computer Seurity FoundationsWorkshop, pages 55{69. IEEE Computer Soiety, 1999.5
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